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ON THE SEQUENCE BPACES Ces (p,,) "",0< p,.;;;1

By KWANG Ho SRON

§ 1. Introduction

Let S denotes the linear space of all infinite sequences x= {x,,} of complex
numbers over complex' field. For a sequence {p,,} of real numbers with
0< P,,";;; 1 for all n, we define the sequence space

Ces(p"),,,,= {{x,,} : {x,,} ES, s~p{(;t1IxkIYn}<00}

with a metric defined by

U(P,.) (x, y) = sup{(It IXk-Ykl)Pn}.
n n e=1

We write v (p,,) for the topology on Ces (p,,) "" induced by the metric u (p,,) .
If P,,=1 for all n, we write Ces (00) for Ces (1) "'" v (00) for v (1).

In this paper we investigate the extent to which author's paper [4J for
Cesaro sequence spaces (Ces(p),u(p», l<p<oo, have analogues for the
sequence spaces (Ces(p")",,, v(P,,», O<p,,";;;l.

§2. Properties of Ces (Pn) "'" O<p",.;;;1

In this section we investigate some relationships between the Ces (p,,) "" sp
aces.

LEMMA 2.1. (Ces(p")",,, v(p,,» is a complete metric additive topological
group, and for a fixed scalar A, the function x~Ax is continuous. Moreover,
the function (A, x)~Ax is continuous at (-t, x) = (0, 0).

Proof. We first show that (Ces(p")",,, v(p,,» is a complete metric additive
topological group; if {x,,}, {y,,} ECes(p,,) "", then

(; t1lxk+Ykl )Pn,.;;; (; t1 IXkl + ; ~IYkl )Pn

,.;;; (; t11xk1yn+(;t1 IYk1 yn.
Hence it follows that
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(2.1) s~p{(-;k~lxk+YkIYn}

~ s~p{(-;t1Ixkl)Pn} +~{(; tllYkl )Pn} <00.
This shows that {xn}+ {Yn} ECes(p,.)oo. Hence (Ces(Pn) 00' +) is a group.

It is immediate from the definition of (J (PlO) and (2. 1) that (J (PlO) is a
metric on Ces (PlO) 00. The continuity of the addition follows from the ine
quality; for x, Y, s, t E Ces (PlO) 00

(J (PlO) (x+y, s+t) ~(J(Pn) (x, s) +(J (PlO) (y, t).

We have shown that (Ces(Pn)"" v(Pn)) is a metric additive topological
group.

Now we will show that (Ces(Pn)oo, v(Pn)) is complete. Let {x(n)}:=l be a
Cauchy sequence in Ces (PlO) 00 with respect to (J (PlO) • We first show that for
each k, {Xk (n)} ;:'=1 is a Cauchy sequence in the set of all complex numbers
C. To show this, let k be fixed and e>O. Choose a positive integer No such
that k~No. Since {x (n)} :=1 is Cauchy in Ces (PlO) "', there exists no such that
if n, m~no, then

No===>~ !Xk(nJ-Xk(n) I< S
k=1

===>IXk(n)-Xk(m)l< e for each l~k~No.

Since k is arbitrary, it follows that for each k, {Xk (n)} :=1 is a Cauchy seque
nce in C. Hence for each k, lim Xk (n) exists. Thus if lim Xk (n) =Xk, then

11-00 "-00

we obtain a sequence {Xk} ;=1.
Now we show that {Xk} ECes(p,.)oo. Since {Xk(n)} :=1 is Cauchy, for given

e>O, there exists a positive integer no such that for n, m~ no. we have

.LEIXk (n) - Xk (m) I<e for each N.
Nk=l

Letting m-oo, we obtain

"kfl1xk(n)-xkl ~i for each N (n~no).
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Hence we have

(
IN )PN

NE1!Xkl

=(If IXk-XkCn)+XkCn) I)PN

N'=l

:s;; (li; IXk-X/n) I)PN+(lt Ixk Cn) I)PN
N.=l N.=l

for each N. and hence
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:s;;slJ,p(-k-tllxk-XkCn) I) PN} +slJ,p{C~.~ IXk Cn )IrN
}

:S;;e+a(PN) (x Cn >, 0) for every n~no

This means that {Xk} ECes(Pn)oo, so that (Ces(Pn) 00' a(Pn)) is complete.
Next we show that the function X-AX is continuous for each fixed A;

for arbitrary e>O, if

then from the inequality

(J (h, AY) <max {l, IA,} a (x, y),

it follows that

a (Pn) (AX, 0) <max {l, IAJ} a (Pn) (x, 0) < e.

This means that if A is fixed, then the function x~h is continuous at x
=0, and hence continous at any x.

Finally we show that the function (A, x) -AX is continuous at (A, x) =
(0, 0); for arbitrary e>O, if IAI<1 and a (Pn) (x, 0) <e, then

a (Pn) (x, 0) :S;;max {I, IAI} (J (Pn) (x, 0) <e.

This means that the function (A, x) -AX is continuous at (0, 0).

REMARK 2.2. If x={xn} ECes(Pn) 00 and AEC, then

(; tl!AXk Iyn:s;; (I~I tl1xk Iyn
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Hence we have
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s~p{(;tlIAxkIYnJ ~max{l, IAl}s~P{(;tllxkIYn}<oo.

This shows that AxECes(p")",,,. Therefore, it follows from Lemma 2.1 that
Ces(Pn) '" is a linear space over C. However, for fixed x, the map A---A.x
is not, in general, contiuuous at A=O. Hence (Ces(p")",, v(p,,)) is not, in
general, a linear topological space.

PROPOSITION 2.3. If O<p,,~q,,~l for all n, then

Ces (qn) '" ~Ces (PlO) ",.

Proof. If {xn} ECes(q")",, then there exists M~l such that

(It IXkl)qn~M for~all n.
n k=1

Hen,\e it follows that

(-;tllxk IY"~M for all n.

Therefore, {x,,} E Ces (p,,) "" and hence the result follows.

COROLLARY 2.4. Suppose that O<r", s,,~1 for all n, and we write
p,,=min {r", s,,} and q,,=max {r", s,,}.

Then
(1) Ces (q,,) ",=Ces(r")",,, UCes(s")"",, and .
(2) Ces(Pn) ",=H, where H is the subspace of S generated by Ces(r")",,, n

Ces(s,,) ",.

Proof. (1) It follows from Proposition 2.3 that Ces(q")"",cCes(rn)",,, and
Ces(q..) ",cCes(s"),,,. Hence we have Ces(q")",cCes(r")"",nCes(s..),,,,,.

Conversely, if {x,,} E Ces (r,,) "'" nCes (s")".,, it follow from the inequality

IAlqn~max{jAlrn, litlsn}

Thus it follows that

s~p{(; tl lxkl )qn} ~ s~p{(-;tl lxkl )rn}+ s~p{(~ tl lxkl ) Sn} <00.
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Hence {x,,} E Ces (q,,) 00' and therefore,

Ces (r,,) 00 nCes (s,,) "" c Ces (q,,) 00'

(2): Since Ces(rJoocCes(p,,) 00 and Ces(s,,)oo cCes(p")",,, we have
Ces(r,,)ooU Ces(s,,)""cCes(p,,) 00' Hence it follows that HcCes(p")",,.
To show the reverse inclusion, let

A= {n : r,,~s,,} and B= {n : r"<s,, I.
If {x"l E Ces (p,,) 00' we write
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y"=Jx,, if nEA

10 if nEB

then we can show that

1
0 if nEA

and Z,,=
x" if nEB

sup {(..L.i; IYk I) sn} ~ sup {(..L i; IXk I)Pn} <00,
• n i=l neA n i=l

sup{(..Li: IZkl)rn} ~sup {..Lt IXk I)P.} <00
• n i=l neB n i=l

and hence

{y,,} ECes(sJ""CH, {z,,} ECes(r,,) ""cH.

Therefore, {x,,} = {y,,} + {z,,} EH. This proves that Ces(p")",,cH.

We write U for the set {x: x E Ces (p,,) "" a (Pn) (x, 0) ~ I} . It IS clear

that xE U if and only if ..Lt IXkl ~1 for all n.
ni=l

LLMMA 2.5. If O<p,,~q,,~l for all n, then the set~Ces(q")",,itclosed in.
(Ces(p")",,, v(p,,)). Consequently, Ces(p,,)oo= Ces(q,,)oo if and only if Ces(q")",,
is dense in (Ces (p,,) "'" v (pJ).

Proof. Suppose yECes(q,,) 00 and xECes(PlI) 00-Ces(q,,) "" Then it is clear
that x-yfJ-Ces(q"),,,,-:::J U. Hence it follows that

a (p,,) (x, y) =s~p{(-;-t11xk-Yk IYn} >1.

This shows that x can not be a limit point of Ces(q,,) 00' Hence the result
follows.

§ 3. Main results

In this section we give several equivalent conditions on Ces(pJ"" to be a
topological linear space.
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THEOREM 3.1. If O<Pn~qn~l for all n, then the following three state-
ments are equivalent:

(1) v (qJ is the topology induced on Ces (qn) 00 by v (Pn).
(2) The identity map (Ces (qJ 00' V (qn) ) ---- (Ces (qn).", v (Pn» is continuous.
(3) There exists P>l such that PPn~qn for all n.

Proof. (1)~ (2): Since v(qJ is the topology induced on Ces(qJoo by
v(Pn), it follows that every GEv(q,,) is of the form G=Ces(q")oon V for
some VEv(p,,). This implies that the identity map is continuous.
(2)~ (3): Suppose that (3) is not true; then there exists a seq.uence

n(l) <n(2) <... such that Pn(Nl<'Jiqn(N) (N=1,2, ...).

We write
1

xN=n(N) ·2- P.(N) • en(Nl (N=l, 2, ...).

Then we have

and

This shows that the identity map is not continuous at O. Hence (3) follows.

(3)~ (1): For every s>O, let o=min {I, ~}.

Thens;tp{(;tl1xkIY"} <0 implies s~p{;tllxkIY"}~ ~< s.

This shows that

{XE Ces (qn) 00 : (J (Pn) (x, 0) <o}

C {x E Ces (q,,) 00 : (J (q,,) (x, 0) <s} .

This follows that v (q,,) Cv (Pn) nCes(qn)oo.

To show the reverse inclusion, for given s>O, let o=min {I, (~ y},
then s~p{(;ttlYklt"}<o implies s,:p{(;ttIYkIYc} ~; < s.
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This shows that
{yECes (qJ co : q (q,.) (y, 0) <o}

C {yECes(q,.) ... : q(p,,) (y, 0) <e}.

Hence v(p,,) nCes(q,.) ..cv(q,.). Therefore it follows that the topologies they
define are idendical. Hence (1) follows.

CoROLLARY 3.2. Let {p,.} and {q,.} be sequences of real numbers such that
p,.:s;;;,.q" for all n. Tkn tkre exists P>1 such that Pp"~q" for all n if and
only if (Ces(p..) .., v(PJ) = (Ces(q,,) .., v(qn».

Proof. (~): If xECes(p..)"" then there exists M~l such that

s~p{(~tllxkIY"}:s;;;,.M.

This follows that

and hence

Therefore, (-';t1Ixk1t"t;;;;MP for all n, so that xECes(qn) .... This shows that

Ces(PJ ..cCes(qnL•• Hence it follows from Proposition 2.3, and Theorem 3.1
«3) implies (1» that (Ces(PlI)co v(p,.» = (Ces(q,,) .., v (q,.).

({::=) : The proof follows from Theorem 3. 1 «1) implies (3».

THEOREM 3. 3 The following four statements on {Pn} are equivalent:
(1) v (00) is the topology induced on Ces (00) by v (p,.).

(2) The identity map (Ces ( 00), v (00) ) - (Ces ( 00), v (p,.» is continuous.
(3) inf P..>O.
(4) (Ces(p..) ..., v(p,,» is a linear topological space.

Proof. The equivalence of Cl) '" (3) follows from Theorem 3. 1 with
q,,=l for all n.
(3)~ (4): If infp,,=p>O, then we have

q(h, 0) ~max {IAJ, IAlij q(x, 0).

For every e>O, let;; such that o<;;<min{I, eT(: 6) ) F}. Then IA1<;;

implies
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O'(h, 0) ~max {lA I, IAI"} O'(x, 0)
= IAIPO'(x, 0)< (jPO'(x, 0)

« C1(~ 0) )~YO'(x, 0) =e.

This shows that the function A-h is continuous at A=O for every :fixed
x, and· hence rontinuous everywhere. It follows from Lemma 2. 1 and Re-
mark 2.-2 that (Ces(p,,) .., v(pJ) is a linear topological space. .

(4)~ (3): If (3) is not true, then p,,=O and x,,=1 for allzz. Hence 0' (h,
0) =1 for all A with O<IAI ~1. Thus Ax---'r+O as A-o. This shows that
(Ces(p,,)~,v(pJ) is not a linear toPological space. Hence (4) implies (3).
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